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Gabuev A.R. 

TO THE QUESTION OF NEED OF INTRODUCTION OF SYSTEM OF 

JUVENILE JUSTICE IN RUSSIA. 

The Russian academy of national economy and public service at the President of the 

Russian Federation. Northwest institute. 

 

In this article the organization of system of juvenile justice which is one of the 

most actual problems of the Russian Federation in the field of protection of the rights 

of children is considered and it is focused first of all on social rehabilitation of young 

people in society. The effective system of child protection, including being in a 

difficult life experience, is a part of juvenile justice, its central element. 

Keywords: juvenile justice, minor, legal status of the minor, commission on 

affairs of minors and protection of their rights. 

Now in global reforms of a political, social and economic, legal system of the 

Russian Federation along with the reached set of positive results of the carried-out 

transformations, unfortunately, it is necessary to ascertain and about a certain sort 

omissions. The ambiguous political and economic situation in our country, ripened 

recently, overshadowed some important directions of development of our democratic 

society. Among them the question of protection of the rights of children, neglect and 

criminalization of youth developing day by day becomes one of actual. It is known 

that pledge of prosperity of any state and society as a whole, is the care of children, 

and the care should be shown not only at parents, but also the state. The care of the 

state by carrying out social policy concerning a family and the childhood, promotes 

formation of high-grade citizens of the country and society development as a whole. 

Disintegration of the USSR and transition to market economy not only led to a 

political and economic crisis in the country and to stratification of our Russian 

society on two opposite social and economic classes: rich and poor, but also changed 

bases of activity of the Russian society, generated disharmony in existence of its base 
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institutes, having destroyed social moral principles of a family, its spiritual and moral 

bases. 

The today's reality disproves many habitual ideas of family values, parental care, 

the childhood. In the early nineties the last century process of stagnation and 

destruction of monoeconomy, growth of mass unemployment, and, as a result, social 

insolvency of parents that led to active distribution of an asotsialny way of life, 

alcoholization of the population and, as a result, to increase in number of children 

being in living conditions dangerous to them was observed. The number of the 

persons deprived of the parental rights considerably grew. 

However, problems were observed and in safe families when often modern 

parents, trying, sometimes there is a lot of, to satisfy needs of nature of members of 

the families, give ever less time to education and training of children and teenagers, 

watch a condition of their health insufficiently, and at times shift all cares on 

extraneous people or at all leave the child alone with "problems". 

Weakening of foundations of a family, decrease in responsibility of parents for 

education and education of children, child abuse joins ranks of street and neglected 

children that leads to growth of offenses and crimes among them, being response to 

unjustified cruelty and indifference of adults in relation to children. Problems of 

deviantny behavior of children and teenagers, and also extending criminalization of 

youth began to create threat of national security of Russia. 

The resistant tendency of growth testifies to it as quantities of crimes, and 

numbers of the made administrative offenses being peculiar "nutrient medium" for 

criminal encroachments [1]. So, according to prosecutor's office of St. Petersburg, the 

crime of minors in the region in 2010, in comparison with the similar period of last 

year, is characterized by a steady tendency to reduction. But causes alarm that fact 

that the share of heavy and especially serious crimes, despite their quantitative 

reduction (with 298 to 270,-9 %), increased in comparison with last year for 3 % and 

made 41,1 %. The similar situation is observed and with group crime of minors. The 

total of the crimes made by teenagers in group, was reduced with 184 to 178 (-3 %), 

however their specific weight grew by 3,6 % and made 27,1 %. Actually every fourth 
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crime is made by teenagers in group, every third – on the street (-205 (-37,-15 %). 

Growth of teenage recurrence (99 is noted; +23), and also crimes made in an alcohol 

intoxication (20; +1). For 2010 it was revealed and delivered in law-enforcement 

bodies of 16492 minor offenders, from them 2848 (+205) – neglected. The 

commissions on affairs of minors in 2010 considered 5680 affairs on minors (in 2009 

– 4199, in 2008 – 6060, in 2007 – 5313) [2]. Now the problem of crime and offenses 

among minors is one of the social and legal problems of Russia hardest and not 

solved to this day. 

Today in Russia there is a number of the acts directed on protection of the rights 

of children, but owing to small efficiency existing, and at times at all lack of the 

mechanism of implementation of these acts, it is possible to speak about their 

inefficiency safely. Understanding of this fact promotes active discussion by 

scientists and practicians of the actions directed on reduction of crime of persons, 18 

years which have not reached age, and work improvement with teenagers who are in 

the conflict to the law. Among other the leading place is occupied by idea of creation, 

to be exact – reconstructions, in Russia juvenile justice. 

By right it is considered to be the ancestor of juvenile justice the United States 

of America. In the USA on July 2, 1899 to Chicago (State of Illinois) the first court 

for minors was created. This day was proclaimed in the historical afternoon when the 

victory was gained by progressive forces of the legal public of the USA. Creation of 

such court was recognition of that minor offenders have special problems which can 

be best of all solved by other system than that which is applied to full age offenders.  

Experience of the Chicago court was widely adopted, to what the chronology of 

creation of vessels for minors testifies. Creation of the Chicago court for minors was 

a peculiar sensation of the beginning of the XX century. As the known Russian 

protsessualist professor P. I.Lyublinsky wrote, «hardly it is possible to call in modern 

European legal and pedagogical literature a subject more fashionable, than a question 

of the American vessels for the minors, put forward since the XX century beginning. 

Ideas of this movement works of lawyers of all are full of the European countries. 

Almost in each state experiments of practical implementation of these establishments 
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now become, and the new types, new forms» [3] are outlined. This innovation 

quickly extended across all America and beyond its limits – in Great Britain (1908), 

France and Belgium (1912), Spain (1918), Germany (1922), Austria (1923). In 1931 

juvenile courts existed already in 30 countries. 

In Russia the system of vessels for minors was created in 1910-1917, and the 

first court was open in St. Petersburg on January 22, 1910 where functions of the 

judge were carried out by individually world judge. In Russian pre-revolutionary and 

Soviet legal literature of the 20th activity of these vessels was estimated very highly, 

and lawyers of that time considered model of Russian court of the most successful. 

Crimes and small offenses were features of Russian court for minors its wide 

jurisdiction which is including both; communication with the population as the court 

was world and it was chosen the population of the judicial district; closed nature of 

judicial proceedings; absence of formal trial in this court; the simplification of legal 

proceedings reduced generally to conversation of the judge with the teenager in the 

presence of his trustee; vocational training of the judge for minors assumed 

knowledge to them children's psychology therefore at a choice of the judge 

preference gave to doctors and teachers. On datas of statistics, to 70 % of minor 

offenders courts for minors sent not in prisons, and under trustee supervision as an 

influence measure. 

Today the problem of the organization of system of juvenile justice is one of the 

most actual problems of the Russian Federation in the field of protection of the rights 

of children. Need of creation of juvenile justice for our country is caused by 

obligations which Russia assumed on execution of the international norms of the 

right. According to a number of the major international legal acts concerning the 

rights of children and administration of justice concerning minors, such as the 

Convention on the rights of the child, the Minimum standard rules of the United 

Nations, system of juvenile justice should be focused first of all on social 

rehabilitation of young people in society, that is the bigger attention should be given 

not to punishment of the minor offender, and his return to society, ensuring most 

sparing informal procedure of the judicial proceedings, considering specific and age 
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features of mentality of the minor, and «whenever possible not to resort to official 

analysis of business by competent authorities of the power» («The Beijing rules»), 

further, that is especially important, realization of flexible system of criminal and 

legal measures of the influence which mainly haven't been connected with 

imprisonment. The purpose «Beijing rules», among other others, justice 

implementation concerning minors is as to a component of process of national 

development of each country within all-round ensuring social justice for all minors, at 

the same time assisting, thus, to protection of youth and maintenance of a peace order 

in society, and also systematic development of justice concerning minors for increase 

and maintenance at the proper level to qualification of the personnel of these services, 

including their methods, approaches and the relation. 

At present in Russia there is a number of the acts directed on protection of the 

rights of children, but owing to small efficiency existing, and at times at all lack of 

the mechanism of implementation of these acts, it is possible to speak about their 

inefficiency safely. The majority of the laws devoted to problems of fight against 

offenses among minors, prevention of children's crime, suffer pretentiousness or are 

devoted not to children with their problems, and to departments with their functions, 

to order which, to differentiate and distribute between various departments with their 

hierarchical subordination and branch interrelation it is not possible.  

The domestic legislation regulating legal proceedings concerning minors, 

according to the international legal acts defining features of investigation and hearing 

of cases of specified category, should pursue the aims of creation of optimum 

conditions for establishment of the reasons of criminal behavior of minors, search of 

optimum effective measures of influence taking into account concrete data on the 

identity of the minor and achievement of its social rehabilitation in society. However, 

bodies as which the specified measures and methods enter, don't cope with them 

owing to a number of essential problems for our country. 

On June 24, 1999 the Federal law "Was passed about bases of system of 

prevention of neglect and offenses of minors" [8] in which the complex of legal and 

social guarantees, legitimate interests of minors, their safety, ways of protection of 
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their rights is fixed. According to this law, the system of prevention of neglect and 

offenses of minors includes the following bodies: the commissions on affairs of 

minors and protection of their rights, governing bodies social protection of the 

population, governing bodies education, bodies of guardianship and guardianship, 

bodies for youth, governing bodies health care, bodies of an employment service, 

law-enforcement bodies. In this Law contains along with subjects of system of 

prevention and the list of measures of preventive character, however, these measures 

duplicate, open, supplement each other, that is their semantic loading is defined 

insufficiently accurately. Besides, this Law doesn't give differentiation of powers of 

state authorities at regional and local level, and also doesn't do interdepartmental 

differentiation that causes default of the declared norms, their uselessness for 

implementation of protection of the rights and interests of minors. 

The system of bodies created in Russia to which functions of assistance to the 

child in protection of his rights are assigned, and also control of various aspects of 

observance of the rights of the child as departmental (educational bodies, for youth, 

health care, etc.), and interdepartmental (bodies of prosecutor's office, the 

commission on affairs of minors and protection of their rights, guardianship and 

guardianship) in practice the comprehensive approach to protection of the rights of 

the child doesn't provide. Existing control in overwhelming majority of cases means 

the control which is carried out by executive authorities, that is of own actions 

(actions of the establishments subordinated to executive authorities), besides control 

this uzkovedomstvenny, only within competence of concrete department. 

It should be noted that leading research associates, representatives of federal and 

regional public authorities, specialists of bodies in youth policy, the staff of bodies 

and establishments of system of prevention of neglect and offenses of minors, 

practical employees of the law enforcement agencies which are taking up the 

problems of youth crime recognize that Russia treats few countries of the modern 

world where protection of the rights of minors as the branch of social policy and the 

social right are developed extremely poorly, and justice for minors as the independent 

subsystem of the general justice is absent. 
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In this regard, now the separate system of juvenile justice in our country is 

necessary, justice for minors is necessary, and also a complex of bodies and systems 

which will work is harmonious and coordinated within the solution of the tasks put 

before them, with accurately formulated standard legal status of each unit of this 

system both the corresponding control and supervision of their activity.  

The juvenile justice in Russia should be constructed on more humanistic legal 

procedure and should include a network of various social, law-enforcement services 

for minor offenders, specialized courts for minors in which activity identity principles 

in relation to each child, that is lack of a shablonnost of taken-out decisions on 

business and a retaliatory orientation of legal proceedings should prevail. 

Specifics of juvenile justice should be shown both in the organization of this 

judicial system, and in the process of administration of justice. First of all, for 

juvenile justice mainly guarding orientation should be characteristic. The increased 

judicial protection is provided for all minors, irrespective of their procedural 

situation. Additional manifestation of guarding function of juvenile justice is primary 

application to minor offenders of measures of education, instead of punishment.  

To education it should be given particular attention, both before commission by 

the teenager of an offense, and after as the weak emotional mentality of the minor 

still can give in to re-education and its socialization in society. But the special place 

in system of juvenile justice should belong to legal regulation of processes of 

education and education of children, providing a healthy lifestyle with it that will lead 

them to a protection from socially dangerous way of deviation. First of all this legal 

regulation of education is a duty of a family and the state, preschool educational 

institutions, schools, establishments of health care, services of social control and 

social protection. 

Undoubtedly that the leading role in formation of the identity of minors belongs 

to a family. Its influence long, is carried out since the earliest childhood therefore 

stereotypes of behavior, the norms of communication accepted in a family 

environment system of values are acquired very strongly. This results from the fact 

that formation of the identity of the child occurs not only by means of purposeful 
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educational influence from the senior members of the family, but also is spontaneous, 

under the influence of the family way of life, examples of behavior shown in family 

communication [9]. Not criminogenic value has external, objective problems and 

difficulties, and subjective factors of intra family life. 

Today there was such situation that in our state no state structure and anybody is 

engaged for the time being in directly family and doesn't pay attention to processes, 

in it proceeding. And as problems of a family are problems which are carried to 

department of many state authorities and services, that is interdisciplinary problems, 

anybody from the state departments and wouldn't like them to charge itself(himself). 

From vital practice of similar departments, at them always available only two ways of 

response to the "pulled hard" tasks in the form of arising social problems: or to 

disown from performance of a social task, or if it is not possible to get rid of 

annoying requirement, to receive under its performance probably big resources. This 

sort of results of performance by departments of the duties leave much to be desired, 

and sometimes conduct to pitiable consequences.  

Similar performance by establishments of the direct functions, undoubtedly, is a 

problem and she needs to be solved. In our opinion, it is necessary to organize 

specially authorized departments for early identification of the families being in 

socially dangerous situation for prevention and "treatment" of adverse symptoms both 

for a family as a whole, and for children in particular. 

The following basic, according to the author, in system of juvenile justice legal 

regulation of service of social control and social protection as directly minor 

population, family, childhood, motherhood, and educational system, education should 

be aspect. Therefore bodies of the state social control in an educational system, 

educations, health care first of all are necessary, for justice: inspections, departments, 

departments in administrations of public authorities, and also bodies of the state, 

social security of the childhood, motherhood, a family which would lead up the state 

address help to consumers. It is worth to remember and about social security 

authorities and social security of a family and the childhood, as state – guardianship, 

guardianship, social services of prevention, and public formations – patronage, the 
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centers of legal aid, rehabilitation for which the state support, regulation and 

coordination of their activity and the corresponding control is necessary. Therefore, 

competent arrangement and creation of system of social security authorities, 

coordination and control represents the independent direction for further research.  

To crown the specified system of juvenile justice owe law enforcement 

agencies, bodies of justice which as which work with persons with deviantny, 

deviating behavior, minor offenders and criminals, with the bodies which are carrying 

out protection of minors from crimes and offenses and permission of family conflict 

situations, children infringing on interests, and also with the investigating authorities, 

investigating cases in the relation of minors or the persons who have committed 

crimes against minors enters. 

The system of juvenile justice undoubtedly should include the coordinating body 

representing state authority in structure of an executive sweet with the corresponding 

coordination functions in specified system. Introduction in system of the bodies 

which are responsible for protection of the rights and interests of minors, the 

specified institute would provide realization of effective organizational mechanisms 

of functioning of specialized juvenile bodies and control of observance of the rights 

of children. It inevitably would increase responsibility of the state institutes, urged to 

help children to solve their problems. Introduction of the specified institute will allow 

to solve a problem of departmental dissociation of the structures, urged to carry out 

protection of the rights and interests of minors which is one of causes of infringement 

of the rights and legitimate interests of children. 

The above-stated system of specialized institutions for minors should consist of 

preventive establishments and the organizations which activity is directed on the 

prevention of deviantny and right breaking behavior, and also on rendering of 

services in rehabilitation and socialization of the minors clashing with the law. Its 

activity should concentrate the attention as well on ensuring wellbeing of a family 

and strengthening of the family relations, on protection of the rights and freedoms of 

a family and minors; into it should enter, including, and bodies of education and 

education of minors. Only at complete structurization of this system according to the 
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given provisions it will be possible to call it high-grade system of juvenile justice. In 

our opinion head this system the administrative public authority, with the fixed 

administrative legal status in structure of the Ministry of Justice can. This body 

should represent Federal service or the department which purpose of activity is 

formation of moral priorities and spiritual reference points in society, and also 

creation of effective system of interdepartmental coordination concerning protection 

of the rights of children. Only the coordinated and effective interaction of bodies of 

system of juvenile justice will promote fully to the solution of important problems of 

our society in the sphere of protection of the rights of minors, will promote a raising 

of Russia on a high level of development both moral, and legal. 
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Статья посвящена актуальным вопросам правового регулирования 

имущественных отношений между супругами при осуществлении 

предпринимательства по законодательству Республики Казахстан. 

Spousal entrepreneurship is a well-spread type of activity in entrepreneurial 

sector as Kazakhstan sees market economy nowadays. However, in practice, running 

spousal entrepreneurship frequently faces a problem of common property use. The 

main aspect of this topic is property relationships between spouses while married as 

well as features and conduct of spousal entrepreneurship ran based on use of common 

property of the spouses. Marriage is a union with equal rights between the man and 

woman, registered in free and full agreement of the parties as provided by the law, 

aiming to create a family that induces property and personal non-property 

relationships between the spouses. According to Article 2 of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan Code “On Marriage and Family” marriage is recognized as valid if 

registered with State Authorities [1]. 

Legal property state of the spouses is the state of their common property if not 

otherwise stipulated in the marital agreement. Property gained by the spouses in 
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marriage is their common property. Wages of each of the spouses, entrepreneurial 

and intellectual revenue, profit from common property of the spouses and separate 

property of each of the spouses, retirement payments, reliefs and other money 

payments that have not special target purpose are considered as property gained in 

marriage. Movable property and real estate, securities, equities, deposits, capital 

shares input to crediting companies or other commercial organizations and any other 

property gained by the spouses in marriage regardless of ownership and source of 

payment is also common property of the spouses. The right for common property as 

well refers to a spouse, who held house economy, took care of children or for any 

other justified reasons did not have personal revenue [2]. 

Ownership, running and command of common property of the spouses is carried 

out upon mutual agreement. In spousal entrepreneurship when comes to business 

practice one of the spouses acts on behalf of both spouses once agreed by the other 

spouse, which is verified at entrepreneurship registration phase or put in writing and 

verified be notary, in cases, when entrepreneurial activity is ran without state 

registration. If there is no agreement of one of the spouses to act on behalf of both 

spouses in business practice it is meant that the spouse in business practice is 

undertaking individual entrepreneurship [3]. 

A practical example. Spouses have bought an apartment while married. 

Although that apartment can be registered with only one of them it is still considered 

as their common property. They thought of a business – apartment rental. They can 

run joint entrepreneurship by receiving one individual entrepreneurship certificate for 

both of them. The spouses though can agree that one of them will be representing 

interests of both in business practice. When renting the apartment one of the spouses 

can be given as the lessor in the rental contract. The spouse, who wants to use 

common property, needs agreement of the other spouse for such use unless otherwise 

specified by the law and marital agreement, or any other agreement between the 

spouses. 

A bargain achieved by one of the spouses in command of common property 

might be recognized in court as invalid due to absence of agreement with the other 
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spouse only if requested by the spouse and only in cases, when proven that the other 

bargain party knew or should have known in beforehand about disagreement of the 

other spouse for having that bargain achieved. According to Article 34 of the 

Republic of Kazakhstan Code “ On Marriage and Family” the spouse, whose notary 

verified agreement was not acquired, is entitled to demand the bargain to be proven 

invalid thru the court within three years since the date, when the spouse found out or 

should have found out about such bargain [1]. However, in the Russian Legislation 

the claim period is one year since the date, when the individual found out or should 

have found out about such bargain [4]. 

When running individual entrepreneurship physical entity is held responsible for 

all property belonging to him/her based on ownership rights, as well as part of 

common property of the spouses. In cases, when a physical entity uses common 

property of the spouses for business purposes, debt claims can apply to common 

property of the spouses. Individual property of one of the spouses, who is not an 

individual entrepreneur, cannot be subject to debt claiming to the spouse, who is 

running individual entrepreneurship. When running spousal entrepreneurship debt 

claiming to the spouses from their entrepreneurial activity can be applied to their 

common property regardless of who is acting in the business practice. Summarizing, 

in our opinion, running individual entrepreneurship by one of the spouses is 

preferable. This involves responsibility. If the spouses run entrepreneurship together, 

then they will both hold responsibility. In terms of responsibility scope, when using 

common property of the spouses in business it is more beneficial that only one of the 

spouses is registered as an individual entrepreneur. 
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This article discusses the development of entrepreneurship in the region 

Sterlitamak Republic of Bashkortostant is noted that the development of small and 

medium-sized businesses, investments, and various industrial parks and business 

incubators to satisfy the interests of both the municipality and the local population, 

respectively. 
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Economic space in which the picture being formed (or disadvantage) of the 

population of the municipal education is not confined to the space of the municipal 

economy. Obviously, this space is wider. This includes all the economic processes 

taking place in facilities located in the municipality, regardless of the ownership. 

Local governments cannot directly control these processes. 

But from the standpoint of the objectives formulated by the well-being of the 

population, these processes can not be ignored, since they largely determine the 

welfare of the people working in these enterprises. This is an objective fact 

independent of the origin of the enterprise and even the place of its registration. Just 
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in case, if the company is working on the territory of the municipality, it determines 

the welfare of the citizens of at least three ways: 

• provides jobs, 

• provides the tax base for municipal budget, 

• provides income workers living in. 

In view of the foregoing, the municipal government in dire need of the existing 

programs of the strategic development of the municipality, as well as skilled 

personnel, able to effectively control the market environment in the municipal 

property, finance and municipal enterprises and institutions, municipal facilities and 

social services, to develop and implement local development programs, to involve 

businesses, associations, all sectors of the population, skillfully interact with public 

authorities. 

For example, in the metro area Sterlitamak area is taken to improve the 

economic mechanisms of municipal government, which is determined by the 

municipal program to support small businesses. The objectives of the program is to 

create favorable conditions for the authorized activities of small businesses, the 

elimination of administrative barriers to small business development, practice and 

implementation of advanced financial technologies to support entrepreneurship, 

increase the efficiency of infrastructure to support small business, scientific-

methodical and informational support, ensuring interaction between authorities and 

business organizations in meeting the challenges of economic and social development 

of the municipal district Sterlitamak area.  The results of the program indicate that the 

share of small businesses. 

The bulk of business entities - 40.3% is occupied by retail and wholesale trade, 

as in this area with the highest percentage of profit, the provision of paid services 

employed - 10.5% of businesses, employing in the construction industry - 7.9% in 

manufacturing (production of industrial products and consumer goods) - 10.8%. 

As part of the Municipal Development Program for small and medium-sized 

businesses in the metro area Sterlitamak district measures the financial support of 

business at the expense of local budgets were implemented in the form of benefits on 
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rent for municipal non-residential premises owned, leased by small businesses 

engaged in consumer services. 

The positive was that the implementation of this program contributed to the 

sustainable development of small businesses, create jobs, saturate the market with 

goods (services), and the replenishment of the national consolidated budget of the 

municipal district Sterlitamak area. 

For successful economic development is necessary to attract investment in 

Sterlitamak area. The essence of the municipal investment policy can be described as 

focused, science-based activities of local governments to attract investment and 

optimal use of resources for sustainable socio-economic development and improve 

the quality of life of the population of the municipality. 

Development and implementation of municipal investment policy are made 

based on the concept of socio-economic development, which includes: 

- priorities, goals and objectives of investment policy, ie formation of 

investment strategy; 

- developing a set of measures to invest; 

- identification of the need for investment resources; 

- search and selection of sources of investment; 

- formation of investment opportunities and measures to expand. 

One of the major issues of implementation of municipal investment policy is its 

resource, in particular, financial support, which is especially important given the 

shortage of public investment. 

For directions to create favorable conditions for investors, already discussed 

above, should be added: 

- creation of a modern communications system and information management in 

investing activities (eg organization of a unified information and analysis of space-

based geographic information systems); 

- ensuring business agility in decision-making related to investment activities in 

the municipality; 
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- implementation of municipal marketing, creating a favorable image of the 

region as a whole to outside investors. 

As experience for Sterlitamak area, you can explore available in the Republic of 

Bashkortostan Meleuz Rheine "Investment passport of the municipal district 

Meleuzovsky area", which is the information material aimed at creating a productive 

dialogue framework of local government and the investor It allows you to discover 

the unique investment potential and investment attractiveness of the resources of the 

area, the predictability of all levels of government and open, mutually beneficial 

deals. The investment policy of the district administration aims to bring together 

participants in the investment process (companies, banks, insurance companies and 

other entities) to create an effective infrastructure investment and the consolidation of 

investment resources. Under lines the high potential in the area of labor, the industrial 

sector, in agriculture. 

An important area of investment policy of local government is working to 

integrate the investment projects necessary for the sustenance of the municipality, the 

federal and regional investment programs. This work is particularly relevant for areas 

such as the demolition of dilapidated housing, municipal lenergy, social, etc. 

Better management of municipal district Sterlitamak district should provide for 

the use of marketing as an important tool for the progressive development of the 

entire socio-economic system and its various subsystems, ensuring its balanced 

development and the formation of optimal macroeconomic proportions between its 

elements. 

Municipal marketing is organized by the municipal government and 

management systematic process designed to identify, predict and meet the needs of 

the inhabitants of the municipality for goods and services. 

Marketing companies engaged in the development of tactics and implementation 

of the commodity, pricing, marketing policies and strategies for moving goods to 

market. For example, the economic recovery of agricultural municipality requires a 

well-developed production and marketing infrastructure to enable producers to adapt 

to a market economy. 
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An important aspect of innovation is to find and create the optimal forms of 

organization of scientific and technological process and related infrastructure. These 

include: small business incubators, innovation and technology centers, innovation-

industrial complexes, industrial parks, techno. 

Under the technology park (scientific and technological park) is a legal person 

having a territorial research and production complex. The main task consists in the 

formation of the complex as a favorable environment for the association and the 

effective use of intellectual, technical, organizational and financial capabilities within 

the industrial park of participants (individuals and legal entities) for the development 

of high-tech innovative firms clients. 

Due to the fact that many of the problems of creation and development of 

industrial parks is not resolved by federal law, the regions need to build their own 

legislation. In the Republic of Bashkortostan is no law on industrial parks. In 

Sterlitamak area industrial park there. However, for example, in a Sterlitamak LLC 

"Sterlitamak Production Technology Center" (the territory of the former Sterlitamak 

shoe leather factory), the structure is very similar to the structure of industrial park, 

where there is a so-called management company, the basic organization and the 

residents, but current legislation does not allows you to build a literate relationships 

between them. The absence of the foundations of the functioning of the regulated 

industrial park leads to the long process of solving current problems and the difficulty 

of entry of new residents. 

Thus, the development and improvement of the business have a positive impact 

on the provision of high rates of economic sectors, which in turn will increase 

productivity in all sectors, effective use of human and material resources and the 

interests of the municipality. 
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Today, the aggravation of the separatist tendencies based on ethnic contractions 

is one of the actual social problems. More and more imposed negative public moods 

concerning existing injustice, inequality are actualized by external forces interested in 

destabilization of a sociopolitical situation in the country. Draws attention to itself the 

fact that separating or claiming for separation party, which is included in the conflict 

relations of interstate nature, acts central link of the separatism. It should be noted 

that any state does not encourage separatism openly. Nevertheless, its hidden support 

has systematic and consecutive character. In regions of historical moving of Cossacks 

of Ukraine and Russia as an example of such support, as it is represented, can serve 

the law No.86-90 “About the enslaved nations” accepted by the congress of the USA 

on June 17,1959. This law is directed on the demonstration of solidarity and support 

of nation-liberation movement in the states listed by the law. Among the other in the 

text of the law is mentioned the independent state “Kazakija”. Separating from 

historical aspects of a problem of existence of this state which insolvency, as it is 

represented, is convincingly proved in Tchebotaryov’s works, we will stop on its 

sociopolitical aspects. 

At first sight it can seem that the law No.86-90 owning to its “decay” cannot in 

modern conditions influence development of a sociopolitical situation in the country. 

However, further study of the problem shows that the lack of clearly defined "state" 

borders of "Kazakiya" provides a possibility of free interpretation to various powers, 

interested in destabilization of the socio-political situation. The potential range of this 

interpretation in its most extreme form presents the idea of creation in regions of 
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historical moving Cossacks of Ukraine and Russia, one or several independent 

Cossack states. As the reason for this may be considered the right to national self-

determination "of a single, indivisible, subjected to genocide Cossack ethnic group". 

Recognition of the fact of existence of this ethnos on international and national levels 

a number of the Cossack organizations achieves now in Russia ("The great 

brotherhood of the Cossack Troops", "The Don insurgent army", "The Cossack Circle 

of Don", etc.) and Ukraine (''The Free Cossacks of Ukraine'', ''Faithful Cossacks'', 

etc.). Since October 12, 2011 in Parliament chieftains organization "Free Cossacks" 

was made an open appeal to the UN, which contains requirements for recognition of 

the Cossacks a separate nation subjected to genocide. It is remarkable that the Rada 

was attended by a number of chieftains of Ukraine and the Cossack ogranizations of 

Don and Kuban. 

As a plan by the leaders of these organizations, ethnic Cossack (Dnepr, Don, 

Kuban, Terek, Orenburg, etc.) are "forced split on a territorial basis of a single 

Cossack nation". This thesis can be used by extremist separatist forces seeking to 

loosen international and interstate relations, breach of the stability of the existing 

ethno-social systems as conflict generating. 

Indicative the information activities of the organization calling the Don 

insurgent army are represented. On pages of an Internet site of the organization open 

appeals to overthrow of authorities in power and creation of the sovereign state of 

Kazaky were placed. Thus the thesis that «the Cossack is a nationality», admits the 

sufficient basis to "battle" for the right of creation of the independent state – 

Kazakiya. 

The carried-out analysis shows that the appeal to provisions of the law No. 86-

90 that« … for national security of the USA unwavering support to aspiration to 

freedom and the independence is vital, shown by the people of these subdued nations 

…» can create visibility of the international support of separatists and provide 

formation of conditions of success of their activity. It can be promoted by 

insufficiently developed base of standard and legal regulation of activity of the 

numerous public organizations expressing interests of Cossacks. So, for example, the 
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Cossack organizations in Ukraine operate on a basis «Law about public organization» 

not considering specifics and an active social role of Cossacks. Thus, brought on 

October 4, 2010 in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine the bill «About Cossacks and 

Cossack's organization in Ukraine» No. 7196, urged to change current situation, 

unfortunately, doesn't contain answers to important questions of an order of financing 

of activity of the Cossack organizations, about attraction them on service to the state 

and about a procedure of management of them. The developed situation as it is 

represented, was the main reason for the collision which have happened on July 2, 

2011 in Feodosiya of the Ukrainian police with representatives of the Cossack 

organizations and followed after that threats to the Ukrainian authorities from 

Cossacks to call to the city Cossack forces from all Ukraine and Russia [3]. 

As shows the analysis of intensity of discussion in global information network 

Internet of a problem of creation of the ethnic Cossack state, interest to it doesn't 

weaken. Despite that fact that the organizations standing up for it aren't numerous and 

in society are, as a rule, little-known, in case of favorable conditions: easing of 

internal political stability in society, deterioration owing to economic crises of 

financial position of people, disintegration and incapacity of the structures providing 

public safety, promotion on leading posts of the Cossack organizations odious, 

separatist the adjusted leaders, etc. a situation can cardinally change, and to 

underestimate it it is impossible.  

Thus, the scientific analysis shows that the law «About the enslaved nations», 

promotes separatism development in regions of historical moving of Cossacks in 

territories of Ukraine and Russia. It is provided with a way of maintenance of belief 

at a certain part of the population of Ukraine and Russia, identifying as 

representatives of «Cossack ethnos», about guarantees of the USA of the 

international recognition and support in a case of implementation of the separatist 

project on creation of «Kazaky's independent state». Besides, the law No. 86-90 

creates positive image of separatist activity of a number of the Cossack public 

organizations pursuing the aim of rocking of the international and interstate relations 

of Ukraine and Russia. It is obvious that realization of this purpose isn't included into 
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political interests of these states, is for them unacceptable, doesn't correspond to the 

political realities which have developed in them. It need of common efforts of 

politicians, representatives of civil society and citizens of two states, in fight for 

cancellation out-of-date and frankly unfriendly in relation to the sovereign states of 

the American law speaks. 
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In the report historical processes in Russia for the last 150 years by means of 

Fibonacci's cycles made on key dates are analysed. Common features of events of 

different branches of a spiral of Fibonacci are revealed. The forecast of development 

of the next events is made. 
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Introduction 

It is known that many historical events have recurrence and develop on a spiral. 

Thus the main question for researchers consists in identification of parameters of this 

spiral. Being based on cycles of the address of planets of Jupiter and Saturn are 

already revealed respectively 12-, 36-, 144-and 29-year historical cycles and it 

defines a cylindrical type of a spiral of history.  

However, for historical events it is lawful as well a conic type of the spiral [1] 

which period changes. One of options of such spiral, maybe, the spiral of Fibonacci 

made of cycles on duration of various eras, in detail considered in [2,3]. On the basis 

of these researches it is convenient to study history of reforms in Russia. In them 

regularities of carrying out reforms by different heads of the country, from Peter 1 to 

Medvedev D.A. are revealed. Actual it is proved that stages of reforms for various 
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eras of Russia don't depend on a socioeconomic system: the imperial autocracy, the 

Soviet power, Post-Soviet Russia also belong to more deep regularities.  

In this work possibility of use of a periodization on Fibonacci also on key 

historical Russian dates is considered. A number of the most important key dates of 

history of Russia for the last nearly 150 years was for this purpose chosen: 

- serfdom cancellation by emperor Alexander 2 in 1861; 

- October revolution by Lenin V. I. in 1917 and the beginning of the Soviet era; 

- the "political" middle of the Soviet era, the middle of Brezhnev's stagnation in 

1972; 

- Stalin I.V. death. in 1953,  

- the beginning of reorganization by Gorbachev M. S. in 1985, 

- August putsch in 1991 and execution of parliament of Russia in 1993, 

- a default of 1998 and Yeltsin B. N. leaving from a post of the president of 

Russia in 1999. 

Certainly, it is necessary to understand that in the history it will not be possible 

to find absolute chemist's accuracy. Probably, to fans of mathematics in pleasure 

«will believe harmony by algebra …» and having applied different mathematical 

methods of interpolation to reveal an error between expected key dates of spirals of 

Fibonacci and real. But for the majority of fans of history of rather simple fact of 

close hit of calculations to realities which is visible an unaided look let and with 

small chronological mistakes. It will suffice for confirmation of an author's 

hypothesis. 

So, at combination of the periods to multiple numbers of a number of Fibonacci 

(… 55, 34, 21, 13, 8, 5, 3 ….) with listed by dates were the following splitting on eras 

is received: 

in a tabular look (table 1): 
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Table 1 

Compliance of key dates of history of Russia and to numbers of a number of Fibonacci 

Numbers of eras and their duration 
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Continuation of the table 1 

Compliance of key dates of history of Russia and to numbers of a number of Fibonacci 

Numbers of eras and their duration 
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in text form (on duration between key dates): 

- in the present: current, plus fourth era: 2009 - 2012 (duration of 3 years),  

- in the past (in process of removal in the past):  

plus third era: 2007 - 2009 (duration of 2 years),  

plus second era: 2006 - 2007 (duration 1 year),  

plus first era: 2005 - 2006 (duration 1 year),  

zero era, reference point, event "X" in 2005, 

minus first era: 2004 - 2005 (duration 1 year),  

minus second era: 2003 - 2004 (duration 1 year), 

minus third era: 2001 - 2003 (duration of 2 years),  
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minus fourth era: 1998 - 2001 (duration of 3 years),  

minus fifth era: 1993 - 1998 (duration of 5 years),  

minus sixth era: 1985 - 1991/93 (duration of 8 years),  

minus seventh era: 1972 - 1985 (duration of 13 years),  

minus eighth era: 1951/53 - 1972 (duration of 21 years),  

minus ninth era: 1917 - 1951/53 (duration of 34 years),  

minus tenth era: 1862 - 1917 (duration of 55 years),  

…………………………………………………………………. 

- in the future (in process of removal in the future):  

plus fifth era: 2012 - 2017 (duration of 5 years),  

plus sixth era: 2017 - 2025 (duration of 8 years),  

………………………………………………………………… 

From received it is visible that almost everything the key dates of history of 

Russia listed above with high precision coincide with cycles of Fibonacci. Thus 

focus, the central point X historical development of Russia falls on 2005 which 

passed for a long time. It means that the point X is a result of a complete 

convergenting cycle, its focus and at the same time the beginning, a source of the new 

long arising period of history with dispersing cycles. The chart showing the presented 

periods stories of Russia, since 1861, is represented on fig.1. Thus black monophonic 

the schedule is last historical the periods, and shading allocated a history site in the 

future  

The received figure represents connection of two spirals (branches) Fibonacci 

with the uniform center, focus. The first bottom is a convergenting spiral of Fibonacci 

with the central focal event in 2005. The second top originates same 2005 and looks 

like a dispersing spiral. 

Spatially with uniform focus it is possible to present a general view of a spiral in 

the form of two spirals located on a surface of two identical cones, directed by the 

centers to each other and forming a unique general point, focus. It is represented in 

the form of two projections to fig. 2: a side view, the top view. 
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Fig. 1. The chart of the periods of history of Russia according to cycles of Fibonacci, 

since 1861: the black allocated last eras, with shading - future. 
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а) 

 
б) 

Fig. 2. A double spiral of Fibonacci with uniform focus: a side view, the top view. 

 

On concrete historical epoch of Russia the further research is devoted revealing 

of all features of converging and dispersing branches of a spiral of Fibonacci.  

Historical analogies between Gorbachev M. S's epoch and the period of 

board of 3 emperors of Russia: Alexander 2, Alexander 3 and Nikolay 2 

As appears from the diagram on fig. 1 epoch of board of Gorbachev M. S 

historically almost on 100% is similar to the period of history of Russia since 1861 

for 1917. In the compressed kind almost for 6 years of its board it has personified an 

essence of political epoch during the 55-year-old period of board of 3 emperors: 

Alexander 2, Alexander 3 and Nikolay 2. We will show it on concrete examples.  

In the beginning Gorbachev M.S was the course on reforming of the Soviet 

system is taken. In the course of it steps to publicity have been taken, there is begun 

the antialcoholic company, XXVII congress of the CPSU which has condemned dark 

pages of the Soviet history is spent, actions for conversion military industry are 

planned, the course on a stop of race of arms and many other things is taken. It is 

possible to consider as end of this stage the end of 1987 and removal of the active 

fighter with Yeltsin B.N's corruption from a post of 1st secretary МGK the CPSU. 
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Therefore in the beginning of an epoch of Gorbachev M. S it is possible to consider 

such course as historical analog of 20-year-old reforms of emperor Alexander 2, 

ended with its murder in 1881. 

After a shift style of board of Gorbachev M. S became more conservative. It was 

especially appreciable during carrying out of 1 congress of People's Deputies of the 

USSR when have started to extinguish many democratic «initiatives from below». 

This period also has almost full analog. After accession to the throne of emperor 

Alexander 3 was the course on « lightfreezing» which has ended with his death in 

1894 is taken.  

In the third final stage of board of Gorbachev M.S. despite numerous attempts of 

strengthening of statehood and search of ways of an exit from an approaching 

political collapse August putsch of 1991, almost mass exit of republics from the 

USSR, беловежское the agreement and disorder of the USSR became the most 

drama events. The period of board of last emperor Nikolay 2 with the drama ending 

of imperial autocracy, February and October revolutions is similar to it.  

So, the basic part of key events of epoch duration of 55 years (1862-1917) has 

found the historical similar reflection after almost 120 years in the condensed 

compressed kind an epoch duration only 6 years (table 2) thus clearly that 

compression of all sequence of imperial events has made to 10 times and it was 

necessary to the president Gorbachev M.S. for short, but the bright political 

biography to visit 3 forms: the reformer, the conservative, the participant (though also 

involuntary) process of disorder of Soviet Union.  

Table 2  

Historical analogies between the periods of board of 3 emperors: Alexander 2, 

Alexander 3, Nikolay 2 and Gorbachev M. S's epoch. 

55-year period history of Russia:  

1862-1917 гг. 

6-year period of the board by 

Gorbachev М.S.: 1985- 1991 гг. 

Reforms of the Alexander 2 

Reforms of the 

Gorbachev: 

«Perestroika» и 
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«Acceleration» 

Conservatism of the Alexander 3 

 

Gorbachev-

conservative 

Termination of a dynasty of 

Romanovs, February and October 

revolution 1917,  

disintegration of the Russian 

Empire 

 

August putsch 

1991, 

termination of 

the Soviet 

power, 

disintegration 

of the USSR 

 

Historical analogies between Yeltsin B.N. era and events in Russia of the 

first half of the XX century 

The era of the first president of Russia Yeltsin B. N. also has much in common, 

irrationally connected with events of Lenin and Stalin eras during the period 

approximately from 1915 to 1953.  
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After removal from a position of the 1st secretary of MGK CPSU in the autumn 

of 1987 to Boris Yeltsin some years were necessary to stay in a role of «the political 

derelict» in «a political underground». It is known that in similar situation were both 

Lenin, and other leaders РСДРП in 1915-1917, before October revolution. 

The period of a diarchy of 1917 Kerensky-Lenin for a long time study in history 

textbooks. It is necessary to assume that a time of a diarchy of 1990-1991 Gorbachev-

Yeltsin will study also in the near future.  

October revolution of 1917 became crowned for Lenin. It became its main 

"motor", the think-tank and we will not be mistaken, if, paraphrasing Mayakovsky, 

we will tell: «Revolution and Lenin – twin brothers». Just the same central place was 

occupied by Yeltsin during August putsch of 1991. Many details of those August 

events are written down in memoirs of our contemporaries, but the image «Yeltsin on 

the tank» remains, perhaps, central in memory of the people. Therefore it will be 

clear, if two similar historical images in the history remain:  

- Lenin on an armored car (or a tribune) before Red Army men; 

- Yeltsin on the tank, outlawing GKChP. 

Other historical analogies are also visible with open years. Parliament dispersal 

in 1918 according to Lenin V.I. direct instructions. and parliament execution in 

events on October 3-4, 1993, initiated by Yeltsin B.N. decree is an one more 

historical parallel of the beginning and the XX century end. The Lenin new economic 

policy in the twenties the XX centuries has the «historical twin» in the form of the 

new economic policy of Gaidar's reforms called in the people "shokoterapiya". 

Yeltsin B.N. was the initiator and the inspirer of new economic policy in the early 

nineties, certainly, also 

Stalin's era also found the reflection in Boris Yeltsin's board and historical 

coincidence here not less, beginning from a patronymic of his spouse to a problem 

with a hand. All this is already in detail described earlier [4-8].  

Apparently the first president of Russia Yeltsin B.N. had to visit the life in 

different roles (the oppositionist, the leader of opposition, the revolutionary, the head 

of the state, the inspirer of new economic policy, the founder of bases of new market 
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way in economy of Russia. A lot of things from the general between Yeltsin B.N. era 

and events of the beginning of the XX century is reduced in table 3. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Lenin V. I., Stalin I.V. and Yeltsin B.N. 

 

It is necessary to pay attention that for the 12-year-old period since 1987 on 

1999 in the political destiny it has passed through the sequence of events having a 

similar previous train of events by duration almost of 38 years with 1915 on 1953 

And thus, it is possible to speak about almost 3 multiple compression of epoch.  

Table 3 

Historical analogies between Yeltsin B.N's epoch (1993-1998) and events of first 

half of XX-th century 

Events in Russia in 1915-1953. 
Key events in Yeltsin B. N. destiny in  

1987-1999. 

Lenin in an underground, 1915-

1917 
Yeltsin in an в underground, from 1987 г. 

Diarchy: Kerensky-Lenin in 1917  Diarchy: Yeltsin-Gorbachev in 1990-1991 г.  
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Lenin – the main character in 

October revolution 

Yeltsin – one of the main characters during 

August putsch of 1991 

Parliament dispersal on January 

18, 1918 
Parliament execution on October 3-4, 1993 

Lenin – the author of new 

economic policy (NEP) 

Yeltsin – the inspirer of Gaidar's new 

economic policy 

Stalin is the founder of a basis of 

the Soviet power 

Yeltsin – the founder of a basis of new 

capitalist system of the power 

Stalin's death in 1953. 
Yeltsin B.N. voluntary leaving from a post of 

the president of Russia, 31.12.1999. 

 

Well-known that the period of the Soviet power makes slightly more than 73 

years. It would seem, this strange number to one only to God of a permission. 

However, according to spirals of Fibonacci (fig.1) is number easily pays off, since 

such period separates events of life of Yeltsin B.N. from events in Russia of the first 

half of the XX century, located on the next spiral turns. Simple calculations show that 

these events divide 3 full cycles (34 years, 21 years and 13 years) and still slightly 

more than a half of a 8-year cycle, i.e. near 5 years. At addition it turns out that the 

sum of all numbers gives required number 34+21+13+5 = 73 years.  

 Features of post-Yeltsin eras in Russia 

For continuation of researches during the period after Yeltsin B.N. leaving from 

a post of the president of Russia the separate chart of a spiral of Fibonacci (fig.4) near 

focus X which on appearance essentially differs from already familiar type of spirals 

was constructed. This difference is caused by approach of a convergenting spiral of 

Fibonacci to focus X, the subsequent passing through it and the beginning of a new 

dispersing spiral. Such look leads to emergence of new elements in the chart: the 

convergenting, dispersing, round zero period, focus X, etc. More detailed 

consideration of it charts will help us to understand «internal springs» and vectors of 

development of the country in Putin V.V. and Medvedev D.A. already last 

presidential terms.  
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So, the chart has the following differences: 

1) Focus (point) X (2005) manifestation as termination of former, more 400-year 

paradigm of development and beginning of the new; 

2) Formation of the first ring, round zero 4-year period (2003-2007); 

3) Manifestation of the second ring, 12-year period (1999-2011); 

4) Emergence of a point Y closing the zero 4-year period; 

5) Formation of a point Z closing the 12-year period; 

6) Emergence of the third ring, a contour of future development after 2012 (with 

transition points in 2017 and 2025), development of Russia closing the 36-year 

period; 

7) Point manifestation O, setting the 36-year period (1987-2023). 
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Fig. 4. The chart of the historical periods close to a point X (2005). 
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Manifestation of focus X in 2005. Focus, point X spirals Fibonacci having for 

2005 is the zero point being the center for all long convergenting cycle. At the same 

time it serves as a starting point, the beginning of a new being dispersing, untwisted, 

extending spiral.  

Formation of the first ring, the round zero 4-year period in 2003-2007. 

According to the basic rules of construction filched Fibonacci a ratio of a bigger 

cycle to smaller in a limit aspires to 1,618. However, near focus X two cycles of 

Fibonacci in both parties are equal 1 and form the first ring, i.e. one turn of a 

cylindrical spiral. It is possible to call this round ring of 2003-2007 zero since it 

covers 4 annual cycles: 2003-2004-2005-2007.  

Irrationally, this period can be characterized a uniform turn, movement (without 

accelerations or braking) all political a component present at Russia. They can be 

described such extremes as the destroyer of the outdate - the creator new, the 

conservative, the statesman - the liberal, the market expert, revolutionary reforms - 

stagnation of reforms, chaotic experimental search – a traditionalist, etc. It seems that 

with an ulterior motive an essence and the name of this zero period completely 

coincides with the demotic name - an era "zero".  

Manifestation of the second ring, the 12-year period in 1999-2011 and 

formation of a point Z setting it. On the chart (fig. 4) is accurately visible other 

closed 12-year period which has been set by a point Z. The point Z is formed by 

crossing by convergenting and dispersing spirals of Fibonacci and obviously 

correspond to two similar political events with a difference in ≈ 12 years: 

- On December 31, 1999, date of voluntary leaving of Yeltsin B.N. from a post 

of the president of Russia; 

- On September 24, 2011, date of voluntary refusal of Medvedev D.A. to be put 

forward on the second term of presidency.  

Formation of a point Y as general point two period. The point Y divides the 

big 12-year period into three approximately equal parts: 1) 31.12.1999-2003, 2) 

2003-2007, 3) 2007 - 24.09.2011.  
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Manifestation of the third ring, the 36-year period in 1987-2023 and 

formation of a point О. The dispersing branch of a spiral Fibonacci sent to the 

future (it is allocated with shading), is symmetric and mirror to Gorbachev M.S. and 

Yeltsin B.N. already last eras Crossing of this dispersing branch of Fibonacci from 

the convergenting forms a figure «the overturned heart» and a point O, which has two 

dating: ≈1987 year (for a convergenting branch) and ≈2023 year (for a dispersing 

branch). Thus, to a point Z the point O, which together with points of transitions 

forms the loop figure similar to overturned heart is added. 

As it is known 1987 was remembered by Yeltsin B.N. removal from a post of 

the 1st secretary of MGK CPSU, going it to «a political underground» and the 

beginning of its eminence as leader of national opposition. Possibly, in 2022-2023 

there will be too something similar.  

It is important to note that duration of the full period, defined by points О and Z, 

according to the scheme, will make about 35-36 years, i.e. increase in duration in 

comparison with previous ≈ the 12-year period again about 3. 

Manifestation of the fourth ring in 1956-2053 and formation of a point S. 

The considered fourth ring is formed by convergenting and dispersing branches of a 

spiral of Fibonacci (on fig. 4 according to the line: black continuous and shaded). The 

point S which is crossing of these branches, should be near to points of transition of 

1951 (a convergenting branch) and 2059 (a dispersing branch). It is possible to 

assume that this point of S will have dates of 1956 g and 2055. The first date is 

connected with the largest resonant event the XX congress of CPSU which has 

discredited a cult of personality of Stalin I.V. It an event an echo responds and during 

modern times when the term «the effective manager» became the updated synonym 

of a cult of personality.  

The second date just should be shown in the future and now it can be designated 

only. If the following generation can prove these calculations, the general duration of 

this fourth ring should make about 99 years, i.e. also almost in 3 times is more long 

than the previous ring.  
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Features of an era of board of Putin V. V. in 1999-2008. 

Unique character of two presidential terms of board of Putin V.V. in 1999-2008 

follows from features of the chart (fig. 4). They essentially differ from each other 

since fall on a final part of a convergenting cycle and a zero 4-year ring. 

Putin V.V. first presidential term (2000-2004) almost precisely coincides with 

two convergenting cycles of a spiral of Fibonacci (1998–2001, 2001-2003) which, in 

turn, are similar to events in Russia to the previous branch, in particular, Khrushchev 

N.S. and Brezhnev L.I. eras. (fig. 5) 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Khrushchev N.S., Brezhnev L.I. and Putin V.V. 

 

As many Russians remember Putin V.V. really many undertakings during this 

period were directed on statehood restoration in its many aspects: from the new 

anthem of Russia to a equal removal of odious oligarchs from the center of adoption 

of political decisions. During this period Putin V.V. in the message to Federal 

Convergenting, named disintegration of the USSR "the largest geopolitical accident 

of a century". It is clear that such phrase is a big reproach, first of all, to Yeltsin B. 
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N., the one who «opened a door» to Putin V.V. in big-time politics and, actually, 

made him the president of Russia …. as we already know not for one term. For this 

reason such statement and its many other steps are similar to Khrushchev N.S. 

actions, trying to dispel heavy heritage of Stalin times.  

During this period in the world market of the price for oil essentially grew that 

gave the chance to pay off quickly with external debts of Russia and led to inflow of 

petrodollars to the country. Besides, it is available developments of stagnation in 

many spheres of society and consequently historical analogies of a Putin era with 

Brezhnev's petrodollar years also have under themselves the soil.  

Putin V.V. second presidential term (2004-2008) almost precisely gets for the 

zero period (2003-2007) formed by two year cycles before and after a zero point X 

(2005). The proximity to a zero point X also defines options of different images of 

the zero period: a loop, a funnel, «a black hole», transition, knot, «round da near», an 

era "zero", «run around», "Okolonolya (near zero)" (according to the name of the 

novel of Nathan Dubovitsky with the same name, possibly, Vladislav Surkov's 

pseudonym, the former deputy head of Presidential Administration of Russia). 

Most clearly it is possible to present an image of the zero period by means of a 

water funnel (fig. 6). It is visible that into it flows parts of water from all directions. 

Therefore similar transition is applicable as well for other social public processes. 

Similar process occurred in from 2003 to 2007 in public consciousness in Russia. 

During this period the country course contains equal shares of a political landscape of 

Russia in foreign and domestic policy: from communistic to the liberal. Therefore 

during this period Putin V.V. for each social and political group of society was «the 

president». 
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Fig. 6. A funnel of water 

 

It is interesting that from the astrological party for 2003 the beginning of a new 

2000-year-old epoch of Aquarius gets. This epoch follows an epoch of Fishes and 

promises blossoming of Russia. It is clear that to reach ideal chemist's accuracy in 

global historical processes it is impossible to deny, nevertheless, the affinity 2003 and 

also is impossible 2005.  

The point of view according to which Medvedev D.A.'s all presidency during 

which time Putin V.V was the prime minister, also at top of the power and in the 

center of acceptance of the main political decisions of the country is Putin V.V's 

small local liberal experiment is admissible, it «a liberal mask» It is probable, near to 

true and, hence, it is possible to speak about the big 12-year-old closed period which 

on fig. 4 it is possible to designate it as Putin's big loop. So it is possible that Putin 

V.V consist of three faces, and Putin V.V's all this big loop will chronologically 

consist of three important basic periods: 

1) «lightfreezing» Russia, 2000 – 2003, 

2) Putin V. V's small loop, round zero period, an epoch "zero", 2003-2007, 

3) «a liberal mask», Putin V. V's liberal experiment, 2008-2012  

Features of an epoch of board of Medvedev D.A. 

The epoch of presidency of Medvedev D.A. (2008-2012) almost completely 

coincides with first two cycles of an untwisted spiral of Fibonacci duration 2 and 3 

years, accordingly, It is possible to consider 2007-2009 and 2009-2012 that after 
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«Putin's small loop» 2003-2007 Medvedev D.A.'s short epoch sets an initial leitmotif 

for the subsequent events and puts new tendencies of development of a society.  

This period has some lines the general with Gorbachev M. S and Yeltsin B. N's 

two cycles, therefore with an ulterior motive there was a term «Medvedev's thaw». It 

has been declared that «freedom is better, than not freedom». There is begun reform 

of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the impulse on modernization and creation of 

center of science "Skolkovo" has been given, steps on fight against corruption and 

many other things are taken.  

However, at our hero the political biography «much more already», than «wide 

epoch-making political biographies» Yeltsin B.N and Gorbachev M.S. And all 

reformatory initiatives it has appeared very little that in general it is essential to 

separate Medvedev's years from the Putin. 

Thus, perhaps, its refusal was Medvedev D.A.'s the most known act to be put 

forward presidential candidate in favor of Putin. Such step has reminded of leaving 

from a post of the president of Russia Yeltsin B. N almost 12 years ago.  

Features of an epoch of board of Putin V. V, begun in 2012 

Putin V.V's which has begun in 2012 the third presidential term, as well as 

(1999-2003) started the first after more liberal predecessor. Though, of course, 

Medvedev D.A.'s liberalism on scales it is incomparable with Yeltsin B.N's 

liberalism.  

It is interesting that in both cases transfer of the higher authority to Putin V.V 

(fig. 7) has resulted voluntary from a concession of the predecessor:  

- The first time after Yeltsin B.N's voluntary leaving from a post of the president 

of Russia, 12/31/1999; 

- The second time after Medvedev's D.A. voluntary refusal. 
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а) 

 
б) 

Fig. 7. Transfer of the higher authority to Putin V.V.: 

а) after Yeltsin B. N. voluntary leaving from a post of the president of Russia 

31.12.1999; 

б) after Medvedev D. A. voluntary refusal. to be put forward on the second term 

of presidency of 24.09.11. 

 

Both these historical events correspond to Z point (fig. 4) closing the double-

circuit period by duration about 12 years. Almost right after this point on a dispersing 

branch of a spiral of Fibonacci there comes a point of transition of 2012, beginning a 

new historical cycle till 2017 duration of ≈5 years. According to the chart on fig. 4 

during this period in Russia the tendency on further strengthening of statehood should 

predominate. Somewhat it is similar to the first period of presidency of Putin V.V., 

but has two essential differences: 

- on level, scale and depth of impact on society the transformations equal on 

scale with transformations of Yeltsin B.N. and Gorbachev M.S. are demanded. The 

maximum of this vector of development is necessary for 2017 and in a basis it will 

remain up to 2025, i.e. to the point of transition connected with the beginning of 

reorganization (1985). In its basis still bigger strengthening of statehood, even up to 

creation of bases of a prototype of the new USSR, overcoming brothel in economy 

etc., i.e. a tendency return to Gorbachev reorganization and Yeltsin reforms on a new 

round of development of society.  
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- at the head of a corner there are tendencies corresponding «to a withdrawal 

from a zero point», to untwisting filched stories, «a society wakeuping», real 

democratization of the society, the most complete disclosure of the collected huge 

potential.  

In this regard inevitably there are questions of, whether there will be at Putin V.V. a 

desire to move on it from above to the predetermined way to find necessary new huge 

possibilities and reserves (spiritual, intellectual, financial, etc.) for a successful embodiment 

of the current vector of development of the country. The answer to this question will show 

the future, and we need to wait only personally to see results and to be convinced of 

correctness (or a wrongfulness) author's views.  

Conclusion 

1. The historical period of Russia from 1985 to 2003 is the share of a final part 

of convergenting cycles of Fibonacci and has the following historical analogies: 

- Gorbachev M.S. era (1985-1991) includes the main features of the 55-year 

period of development of the country of three eras of emperors of Russia from 

Alexander 2 to Nikolay 2 in 1862-1917: radical reforms of society, conservatism, 

stagnation and country disorder. 

- Yeltsin B.N. era (1990-1999) is historically similar to the period of Russia of 

the XX century beginning from 1915 to 1953. The destiny led the first president of 

Russia on the way from "revolutionary underground worker" and the head of the state 

(Lenin V.I.) to the founder of the base of new way of the Russian society (Stalin 

I.V.).  

 - the most part of the first presidential term of Putin V.V. (2000-2003) passed 

within 4 years and has lines of former heads of Russia: Khrushchev N.S. and 

especially Brezhnev L.I.  

2. The historical period from 2003 to 2012 has no historical analogies in the 

history of Russia and includes the following unique characteristics: 

- Putin V.V. second presidency (2004-2008) falls on the zero period of 2003-

2007 to which can appropriate different names from a funnel and a loop to knot and 

an era "zero", 
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- Medvedev D.A. presidency. (2008-2012) gets on the first two cycles of a new 

being untwisted branch of a spiral of Fibonacci and symbolizes emergence of new 

tendencies of development of society.  

3. Features of the new beginning period of Russia and the essence of the general 

current inquiry, since 2012 and up to 2025, consists in strengthening of statehood, 

society evolution in the direction of bigger socialization and a paternalism. Such 

public inquiry is directed on overcoming of destruction and the dissociation of the 

society which has been brightly shown at the time of Gorbachev-Yeltsin. As one of 

options possibly emergence of a prototype of the new Union State – the new USSR 

on new bases.  

4. Crossing of dispersing and convergenting branches form a number of the 

points closing the ring periods stories. Duration of these periods belongs to the 

following row: 4, 11,5, 35, 99, and the relation of a bigger ring to smaller ≈ 3.  

The appeared points closing the ring periods stories of Russia, reflect key events 

in the history of Russia.  

5. At the description of history of Russia convergenting cycles of a spiral of 

Fibonacci focus falls on 2005 which almost absolutely precisely corresponds to the 

beginning of a new 2000-year era of Aquarius. This era follows an era of Fishes and 

promises multilane blossoming of Russia.  
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Issues of quality of care, sooner or later affect every person, in this article the 

problems hindering the identification of occupational crimes committed by health 

professionals. In order to protect the lives and health of the citizens identified and 
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justified the need for a branch of medical law and to make significant changes to the 

legislation of Ukraine. 

Keywords: the patient's rights when receiving medical treatment are grossly 

violated, the health authorities hide the real matter-position carefully, serious 

difficulties with the exposure of these crimes current criminal legislation falls short of 

on volume to the objective necessities of guard of rights for a patient, there is no 

legal mechanism to prove (to the right) the wrongful act. 

A sphere of health protection is major component part of functioning  and 

development of any state, as directly affects interests not only societies on the whole 

but also interests of separately taken everybody, resident in one or another country. 

It is not an exception, and Ukraine, the Constitution of that provides for that that 

"everyone has the right to health protection and medical care. This means that 

Ukraine should provide a higher level of guarantees every citizen's right to quality 

health care than that which exists in the real life of the Ukrainian citizens. 

Taking into account importance of sphere of health protection, it should be 

noted that the crimes accomplished in this sphere, on the degree of public danger and 

weight of the caused consequences, excel other publicly dangerous acts, as they not 

only discredit all investigated sphere, assisting the decline of authority of her 

employees and forming of negative public opinion of relatively medical service of 

population but also trench upon major values is life and health of man, defence of 

that is one of main duties of any state. In addition, quite often the most unprotected 

layers of population - invalids, pensioners, children become their victims. 

It should be stated that many of the patient's rights when receiving medical 

treatment are grossly violated. It is expressed in valid attitude toward a patient along 

the whole length of curative process; in violation of rights for a patient on the receipt 

of state information, methods of diagnostics and treatment the health and weight of 

concrete disease, including about his nearest and remote results; in unproviding or 

off-grade providing of medicare; in realization of medical experiments without the 

consent of man. 
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Many of the acts accomplished by medical workers are characterized by an 

enhanceable public danger, draw the complete or partial loss of health of patients, 

undermine authority of medicine in the eyes of population. 

Official statistics of violations of the rights for a patient, accomplished by 

medical staff, actually does not exist. However certain idea about the state of 

criminality in the field of medicine give materials to MASS-MEDIA and appeals of 

citizens in law enforcement authorities, while health authorities hide the real matter-

position carefully. Ukrainian medicine lost the authority in the eyes of citizens. All 

this contributes to the criminalization of the considered sphere and the growth of 

corresponding criminal acts.  

The careful study of legal problems of sphere of health protection, reasons and 

terms, assisting that over activity of medical workers brings to the results, straight 

opposite tasks of medicine, is therefore needed. 

Practical workers test serious difficulties with the exposure of these crimes, 

forming of evidential base, qualification of such acts and bringing in of violators to 

criminal responsibility. In a great deal it is explained by objective difficulties of 

establishing a causal connection between the action(by inaction) of medical worker 

and coming publicly dangerous consequences. 

Prevents the disclosure of crimes and organization of realization of medico-legal 

examination in fact of offence of medical worker. Often at drafting of certificate of 

medico-legal examination the falsely understood department interests, feelings of 

collective nature and corporateness prevail above interests of legality. 

At the same time it should be noted that a current criminal legislation falls short 

of on volume to the objective necessities of guard of rights for a patient in the 

conditions of swift scientific and technical progress and far not quite from the point 

of view of legislative technique. 

It testifies in behalf on actuality of research of problem of the criminal law to 

combat crimes against life and health perpetrated by medical professionals. 

The absence in the Ukrainian society of real information on the adverse effects 

of treatment in general, and iatrogenic in particular, creates, on the one hand, a false 
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impression of an imaginary being, and, on the other hand, gives rise to rumors in the 

society of the impunity of health workers, leading to uncertainty in its protection of 

patients , undermine the trust between doctor and patient [1]. 

Most importantly, the criminal punishment for committing an act of professional 

medical personnel in general can not follow, because there is no legal mechanism to 

prove (to the right) the wrongful act, and basic - the article of proving is not set. 

During the analysis of this category of businesses the row of problems, not 

allowing not only to direct in a court for a decision-making essentially criminal cases 

but also excite them, is distinguished, namely: the absence of statutory mandatory 

health standards [2], the lack of professional methods of investigation of crimes 

committed health workers, lack of opportunity enshrined in law the appointment and 

conduct forensic examination at the stage of a criminal case [3], lack of independent 

and equivalent to use this type of evidence as "evidence and professional judgment." 

The current Ukrainian  criminal legislation takes into account importance of 

sphere of health protection not to a full degree, not in everything corresponding to 

Constitution of Ukraine  and international legal acts,  therefore the problem of mutual 

relations of doctor and patient during many years  does not lose  the actuality and 

requires to itself more intent attention from the point of view of professional and 

legal estimation. 

Possible ways of decision  of these problems : 

1. The analysis of home historical sources, and also experience of foreign 

countries, allows to draw conclusion about a necessity and expediency of 

кодифицирования of all laws and regulations on health care in single Code of 

Ukraine about a health protection, that will allow to simplify work of both medical 

workers and law enforcement agencies. Taking into account the experience of foreign 

law, it is proposed to combine the crimes committed by health professionals, in a 

separate chapter of the Criminal Code, "Crimes in the health sector." 

2. To set as basic punishment for the feasance of medical crimes privation of 

right to engage in the certain type of activity, that is the most effective method of 
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protection of rights for citizens from the unconscientious workers of sphere of health 

protection. 

3. To complement the Criminal Code of Ukraine  a norm "medical indifference", 

envisaging responsibility for a nonperformance or unproper execution by the medical 

worker of the duties because of unconscientious or careless attitude toward them, if it 

puts under a threat life and health of people or entailed a damnification to the health 

or death of man on a carelessness. 

4. For uniformity of judicial and investigatory practice in cases about the crimes 

accomplished by medical workers, it is suggested to enter  the project of decision of 

Plenum of Supreme Court of Ukraine "About judicial practice in cases about the 

crimes accomplished by medical workers". 

5. Taking into account social meaningfulness of the access of citizens to 

medicare, assured by Constitution of Ukraine, and prevalence of facts of receipt by 

the medical workers of illegal reward, to plug in Criminal Code of Ukraine a norm 

"receipt by the medical workers of illegal reward" : "Receipt by a medical worker by 

deception or extortion in behalf on organization or in behalf on the guiltiest face of 

illegal reward from a citizen for implementation of works or providing of services of 

medical character, duties of such worker" included in a circle. 

6. It is expedient to examine a question about criminal responsibility of medical 

workers for criminal violations in the field of reproduction, transplantations of organs 

and fabrics of man, genetics, other new spheres of medicine. It is necessary with the 

purpose of non-admission of abuses in these spheres of providing of medicare, with 

the purpose of forming of public relations in necessary for all society direction. 

7. When deciding on the possibility of appointing a forensic examination at the 

stage of a criminal case, it should be noted that a possible way out of this situation it 

is necessary to consider the amendment to the current Criminal Procedure Code of 

Ukraine with regard to the feasibility of use as an independent and professional 

judgment of similar evidence, the output can be found by improving the legislation 

concerning the definition of "expert" guidance specialist functions, a clear legal 

regulation of its procedural features. 
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